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 “A Child Has a Special Way of Adding Joy to Everyday!” 

 

Dear Mums, Dads, Grandmas, and Grandads 

We hope you all have had a great week! 

This week we have two parshios of Behar and Bechukosai.  In this sedra the laws of the Sabbatical year of 

shemittah are learnt.  We explained to the children that shemittah is a Shabbos for the land.  For a whole 

year the land has its own this Shabbos and the farmer is not allowed to grow fruit, vegetables or flowers.  

Instead he leaves his fields for Hashem.   

Monday: Today we have started to talk about Shavuos. We explained that the name „Shavous‟ means 

„weeks‟ because it falls 7 weeks after the 2nd day of Pesach.  We spoke to the children about how Shavous 

marks the day that the Torah was given to the Jewish people on a very special mountain called „Har/Mount 

Sinai‟.  That day was a very unusual one, with lightning, thunder and the earth shaking! Moses came down 

from the Mountain, his face all red and glowing and read The Ten Commandments to the Bnei Yisroel.  We 

also explained to the children how we decorate our shuls and homes with greenery, flowers and even fruits! 

This reminds us that on the day that the Jewish people received the Torah, Har Sinai bloomed with flowers.  

One girl asked “Can I wear flowers in my hair?” and another said “Can I grow grass in my bedroom?” Your 

children‟s imaginations and ideas are brilliant!  

Tuesday: In French today with Monsieur Leon the children revised the numbers 1-5 and were introduced to 

the numbers 6-10 through singing a counting song. It is the same adaption as “1,2,3,4,5 once I caught a fish 

alive”.  We had actions, gestures and appropriate expressions to accompany these words.  The children 

thoroughly enjoyed this song and were all amazing at enforcing the actions!! If you would like to practice 

at home with your children it goes like this: 

“Un deux trois quatre cinq, 

J‟attraperai un grand poisson. 

Six sept huit neur dix. 

Je l‟ai mange c‟etait si bon. 

Myam, myam!” 

 

As some of you are aware Becky is fluent in Hebrew. Some parents have asked Becky to teach basic Hebrew 

to the children, such as the alphabet and counting. If a majority of parents have a keen interest for their 

child to learn the basics please do let us know so that we can put it into our timetable.  
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Wednesday: Thank you to all the children who bought in a special item for our „Show and Tell‟ session. 

Today we had a broom, Henry train, dustbin truck, painted giraffe necklace, Vtech aeroplane,  2 lovely 

books to share (Oscar and Arabella, Maisy tidies up), a baby (not a real one…of course), Upsy Daisy, and an 

egg timer. We must mention that one girl who always brings us a „Show and Tell‟ item was a little too shy 

to talk about her item in our last sessions so she was adult led…well today, that girl was bursting with 

excitement and was so confident in talking about her item with such lovely and clear speech! WELL DONE 

CHILDREN, YOU ARE ALL BECOMING SO CONFIDENT AND BLENDING YOUR WORDS BEAUTIFULLY AS 

WELL AS ELONGATING YOUR SENTENCES!!! WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU ALL!!!  

In our outdoor area the children enjoyed getting their hands messy! We gave them access to shaving foam, 

glitter and corn flour mixed into a large shallow tray.  Some wanted to use brushes to create swirly whirly 

shapes and some simply wanted to explore the texture and loved getting their hands messy or used their 

fingers to create different patterns. Great to help them practice their fine motor skills and eye hand 

coordination! They were all playing alongside one another which helps them gain an understanding of their 

own body space too and it gives them many opportunities to speak when the adults ask them open ended 

questions to encourage them to think and explore. And believe it or not, materials such as, shaving foam, 

brushes and little fingers are a great start to individual mark making which is the foundation to writing!  

Thursday: What awful weather, we wanted to do some seed planting outside…but not to worry, we seeded 

indoors instead! We are growing cress! We have a special long planter with lots of individual inner pots so 

each child was given an opportunity to fill a  little pot with soil, make a little hole with their finger, using 

their pincer grip grab a few seeds, place in hole, fill with more soil and water…Voila, soon we will have 

cress! We spoke to the children about what the seeds are, how they might change when they are planted 

and what might they need to grow. We also gave the opportunity for the children to hold a magnifying 

glass to a seed! “The tiny seed looks so big now!” One child said. So, we had an „understanding the world‟ 

topic combined with a little „science‟. Planter is now on our window sill and we will look at them every day! 

How exciting!  

Friday: Mummy and Daddy Shabbos today are: Ricky & Jake Z. 

Book of the Week: The Smartest Giant in Town (Julia Donaldson & Axel Scheffier) 

Hope you all have a lovely weekend and Shabbos. 

The TLC team 

Tracy, Becky, Stef, Nicole, Dana, Rachel and Naomi 

 


